
On documentary sounds and images

in the gallery

E L I Z A BE T H C OW I E

Cinema and broadcast television are no longer preeminent as modes of

exhibition and consumption of moving-image and time-based works,

while the gallery has long ceased to be the preserve of the still and silent

image. Instead, other new forms have emerged along with the digital,

such as YouTube and podcasts, while the mobile phone with its still and

video camera creates audiovisual connectivity and interaction anytime

and anywhere. Time-based works have become multiplatform, as

filmmakers produce works for the gallery and web, and visual artists

make works for the cinema, such as Turner Prize winner Steve

McQueen’s film Hunger, awarded the 2008 Cannes Caméra d’Or. The

emergence in the 1960s of the term ‘time-based art’ itself marked the

advent of moving images and sounds in the gallery as video art and

distinct from avant-garde film. This incursion into the gallery brought the

audiovisual into the place and space of ‘art’, thereby questioning the

extent to which the experience of art arises not only in relation to the

specificity of the medium of representation but also in relation to the site,

the space and the duration of its presentation and viewing. The digital has

transformed the medium specificity which had been central to video art

as videotape viewable on a small monitor. But in its gallery exhibition

the digital remains specific: for each place of viewing a time-based

installation is not only a context – geographical and social, public or

private – but also an architectural space, organizing the spectator’s

access to mobility and stillness.
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Documentary has long been present in the gallery and museum, both

as photography and as conceptual art – for example, Mary Kelly’s major

work Post-Partum Document (1973–78) – but now documentary film

and video are encountered in the gallery as installation, outside the

confines of the museum’s cinema auditorium. This essay addresses the

new questions concerning the spectator that now arise, and their

importance specifically for documentary in the gallery.1 The

documentary installation may consist of found film re-presented in, and

constituting the material object of, the artwork – such as Douglas

Gordon’s video loop, 10ms-1 (1994) – or reality recorded specifically for

the artwork; but in either case something of the real of reality is

introduced into the gallery that is specific to film and digital video as

time-based media. This real is the reality recorded as well as what is

implied by what is seen and shown, namely, the ongoing time and space

of the events, persons and places offscreen, but which we can

imaginatively construct or infer. The documentary as an organized

presentation of recorded reality is never merely the factual but is always

also a space for the imagined. There is a further real here, however, of an

unrepresented that is unrepresentable; a real that cannot be imagined as a

pictured scene or a piece of knowledge, but which bears on the viewing

subject as that which always escapes representation. Freud called this the

uncanny, that which catches us unawares and undoes the sense and

sensibleness of lived or represented reality; while Lacan termed it the

real, in his tripartite scheme of the real, the imaginary and the symbolic.

The space of viewing is also a place of time, both of the artwork’s

temporality and of the spectator’s time as an experience of duration and

change which engages her in a work of memory. The spectator is both a

subject of imagination and an embodied subject. What distinguishes the

video and film installation from other gallery media such as painting and

sculpture, but also from film and video projected in a cinema, is the way

it demands – and performs – a new positioning of audio-spectatorship,

of encountering the sounds and images. In the gallery the audio-spectator

is mobile, perhaps just passing through, physically engaged by and

traversing a space that has been designed for her movement in and

around it, perhaps staying two minutes or ten minutes. In any event, both

the space and the time of spectatorship of time-based works are

transformed.2

Each gallery installation may produce a new mode of experiencing a

work, not only through differences of aspect and setting, but also because

the work itself may not have a fixed form: it might be shown on monitors

on a pedestal, or on a plasma screen, or viewed on wall-mounted boxes,

or on a series of television sets. Each mode implies variations of scale, as

well as determining the spectator’s spatial relation to the work. Works

may involve double projection, or several screens adjacent to or opposite

each other, or a combination of a large screen with a smaller monitor or

series of monitors. Margaret Morse has pointed to this performance of

time-based work in space as painterly or sculptural, but it is also

1 For example, the exhibition

Archive Fever, held in New York in

January 2008 at the International

Centre of Photography, was

subtitled ‘Uses of the document in

contemporary art’, and presented

video works alongside still

photographic series.

2 In cinema, too, the embodied

experience of spectatorship has

changed with the development of

surround sound, which introduces

the space behind and beside the

(still immobile) spectator audially.
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architectural in terms of the spatial volume in which the work appears,

and of its transformation of the space it occupies by its formal elements

(moving light, sounds and form of projection) and of the performance of

space it produces in the trajectory of movements it enjoins on the

spectator.3 The gallery installation invokes a mobile spectator in a

specific historical space and time.

Documentary as installation in the gallery disturbs the categories of

both ‘art’ and ‘documentary’. The ‘artness’ of the work is in jeopardy not

only because the referent is indexically traced, but also insofar as it

signifies – culturally and politically – independently of the aesthetic

form. At the same time, the role of documentary as simply referential, as

information and as record, is problematized. For it is in its facticity or

factness that documentary is an art object, and thereby engages us to

reflect on the possibilities and impossibilities of knowing reality really,

and on the construction of our audiovisual discourses of knowledge. The

‘presentationalism’ of documentary in the gallery informs the spectator

of a historical reality while confronting her with the question of its very

constitution as available to knowledge, and with an excess in reality

never fully grasped by the documentary narration. As Michael Renov has

suggested, what is involved is the ‘discovery of the unanticipated . . . that

wrenches the image free of its purely preservational moorings’,

producing what he calls a ‘visual epiphany’ which may be an experience

of the beautiful, and the uncanny.4 It is, to draw on Lacan’s account, the

point when a chasm in represented reality suddenly opens; when the real

of the unrepresentable is made palpable. This may be found, or it might

arise in conjunction with the deployment of a formal aesthetics; but in

either case the factness, the materiality of reality, is encountered

differently – as no longer a given.

Documentary in the gallery references both documentary as a form

and the issues of its reception and encounter; but it also references the

recorded reality presented – that is, ‘lived life told’ for us in a now-time

now past. For his major work Kuba (2005), Kutlug Ataman spent nearly

three years filming interviews with men, women and children for whom

the shanty town of Kuba, in Turkey, was home.5 Its aesthetic echoes that

of Wendy Clarke in her Love Tapes,6 with the participants in medium

closeup addressing the camera. But Kutlug has not edited these together:

instead he presents them on forty separate, and somewhat vintage,

television sets. Taking a seat in an armchair to view the television, as if in

our own living room, we become absorbed by the teller, and the story

told – whether of the trauma, or of the ordinariness, of events that are

summoned before us by the words of the person we see and listen to. The

visitor moves between the forty arrayed screens to a particular television,

and specific story: each time the same kind of encounter, but each time a

different telling of a different story. Seeing the same difference and a new

difference each time, she creates her own edited version of these stories

as she moves from chair to chair; while, as a corpus, the work engages us

in an awareness of the community of people and their stories, individual

3 Margaret Morse, ‘Video

installation art: the body, the

image and the space-in-between’,

in Doug Hall and Sally Jo Fifer

(eds), Illuminating Video: an

Essential Guide to Video Art

(San Francisco, CA: Aperture Bay

Area Video Coalition, 1991),

p. 165. This essay remains an

exemplary exploration of the

experience of the ‘presentational

arts’, in which she includes video

installation, in contrast to the

representational.

4 Michael Renov, ‘Towards a

poetics of documentary’, in Renov

(ed.), Theorizing Documentary

(London: Routledge, 1993), p. 34.

5 The large Kurdish community of

Kuba contributes a number of the

stories. See Alisa Lebow,

‘Worldwide wigs: Kutlug Ataman

and the globalized art

documentary’, Journal of Arab

Studies, vol. 15, no. 2 and vol. 16,

no. 1 (2007 and 2008). Lebow

argues that the work’s exhibition

as art limits access to the rich

stories it presents.

6 A series recorded 1978–94, with

a thirty-minute version released in

1981.
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yet also – massed in the room – cultural and collective. Each recorded

account is documentary, while it is the staging of these as a corpus, and

not as a series or in juxtaposition, which constitutes the artwork and

confronts us with a newness.

Each installation of Kuba has been site specific: at the Carnegie

Museum, for example, but also in a courtroom (in Southampton) and a

derelict postal sorting office (in London), where the everyday reality of

each now also becomes a space of recognizable non-reality. The work is

‘museumized’, and the museum becomes an anywhere-at-all space while

nevertheless functioning as the ‘symbolic windows, opening up a view

on the infinite outside’ that Boris Groys sees as part of the museum’s task

for the new.7 Digital art as multi-platform similarly ‘museumizes’ its

modes of reception.

Kuba’s forty screens, however, cannot be seen and heard in a single

visit. The gallery visitor may view only part of the documentary

installation, or might commence her spectatorship halfway through a

looped work. Or she might see the end before the beginning; or, having

sampled a few seconds, may move on to another work then return to view

again, producing a montage of spectating which exceeds the single work.

As a result, there is an undermining of Aristotelian narrativity and its

logic of time as causality in the loss of any privileged ‘before’ which

produces an ‘after’ in the video installation, where the use of repetition,

slowed motion and the loop form marks the concern of artists to

challenge time as causality. The use of multiple screens produces a work

which is inherently unstable, unavailable as identically repeatable, as

each spectator engages uniquely in ordering her attention and gaze

between the screens and sounds. As a result, experience-as-duration

comes to the fore in the apprehension of the work, for it can be neither

‘taken in’ at a glance nor reveal itself to our concentrated gaze. It is this

instability, and its attendant demand on the spectator, with which time-

based installation artists engage us. Moreover, in contrast to painting or

sculpture, the video work’s movement in time makes us ‘victims of its

timing’.8 For if we turn away for a moment we will miss something, and

can never be quite sure what was missed as we stay to view again, so that

our knowledge of the projected video work will be partial, and our

understanding remain incomplete. All time-based works potentially give

rise to the anxiety of the unremembered or missed, or misremembered;

but for the video installation this potential is itself an aspect of its process

and effect as art.

The spectator of the gallery installation is mobile, interacting with the

work and the spatial relation imposed – or proffered – as she moves

through the brightly-lit spaces that constitute a public sphere as a place of

action. Cinema and television, however, are viewed from the fixed

position of a cinema seat or the sofa of one’s own home. Absorbed in the

movement of events and actions of film and television, the spectator is

immersed in their fictions and assumed to be a merely passive viewer

receiving the sounds and images. Is not cinema, film as such, the perfect

7 Boris Groys, ‘On the new’, http://

www.uoc.edu/artnodes/eng/

art/groys1002/groys1002.html,

p. 5 [accessed 24 August 2008].

8 Jessica Morgan, ‘Time after time’,

in Time Zones: Recent Film and

Video (London: Tate Publishing,

2004), p. 22. Morgan co-curated

Time Zones, Tate Modern, 6

October 2004–2 January 2005.

Morgan here draws on Boris

Groys’s discussion, ‘On the

aesthetics of video installations’,

in Stan Douglas, Exhibition

Catalogue (Basel: Kustalle Basel,

2001).
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fetish object – enclosed and complete? And yet there can be no simple

dichotomy here, for the fetishizing spectator (or the possessive spectator,

as Laura Mulvey has more recently described her9) is as easily found in

the gallery or museum as in the cinema.

The view of cinema as a medium of ‘pacification’ of the masses

emerged in discussions of film as the new popular art form early in the

twentieth century. This was articulated as an opposition between the

distraction of the masses by film on the one hand, and the absorption

produced by the ‘true’ artwork on the other; and such an approach

continues to be implicit in discussions of gallery time-based work,

whether documentary or fiction. Curator Jessica Morgan, for example,

describes the use of found film by artists such as Stan Douglas and

Douglas Gordon as decontextualizing and deconstructing, enabling ‘the

audience to analyse and dissect film in an environment free from the

pathos and entertainment of the cinematic space’.10 Of course, as Mulvey

in her groundbreaking 1975 Screen essay, ‘Visual pleasure and narrative

cinema’, observed, ‘The first blow against the monolithic accumulation

of traditional film conventions’ necessary ‘to free the look of the camera

in its materiality in time and space and the look of the audience into

dialectics and passionate detachment’ had already been undertaken by

radical filmmakers.11 Current discussions of immersion versus

interactivity in relation to the digital artwork maintain the assumption of

opposing modes of spectatorship, though now seeing these as existing on

a continuum, from a self-conscious intellectual reflexivity ‘uninhibited

by the digital effect’, to an interactivity whereby the viewer is involved

in, and is mentally engaged by, the work’s unfolding, to the immersive

where the viewer’s aesthetic sensibility is displaced by the constant and

varying ‘stimuli entering her working memory’.12

Oliver Grau, however, has argued that immersion does not arise just

with the digital but has long been an aspect of the experience of art and

representation;13 and in the public space of the gallery the spectator can

become engaged in a private experience of the artwork before which she

is halted, her attention held, absorbed, by it. The immersive is always a

very active sensory engagement and one which is never merely

responsive or habitual; for it is always open to a becoming other, to a

newness, as immersion gives way – as it always must – to reflection.

In documentary, too, the otherworldliness of film – as oneiric,

fantasmatic – is always present, however implicitly; for it ‘happens’ over

there, in the specular space onscreen. Documentary engages us in the

fantasy of knowing reality really, as a mastering; so that the terror of the

9/11 destruction of New York’s Twin Towers can become ‘tamed’, for

example, by the documentary that demonstrates how and why the towers

were structurally susceptible to collapse and thus contributed to the

devastating loss of life. Documentary can also involve us in a certain

paranoia when showing the world at risk, or controlled in ways that we

may deem oppressive and harmful; and the radical documentary that

9 Laura Mulvey returned to issues of

spectatorship in her recent study,

Death 24 x a Second: Stillness and

the Moving Image (London:

Reaktion Books, 2006). Her

exploration of the pensive (from

Bellour) or possessive spectator

opens up new ways to consider

what is always necessarily the

intrinsically doubled nature of our

engagement as spectators.

10 Morgan, ‘Time after time’, p. 23.

It was the possibility of such

‘pathos and entertainment’ that

also attracted many artists and,

especially, surrealists to cinema.

11 Laura Mulvey, ‘Visual pleasure

and narrative cinema’, Screen,

vol. 16, no. 3 (1975), pp. 6–18.

12 Scott Weiland ‘Sense, memory

and media’, presented to The

Media Ecology Association, NYU,

June 2001: http://

www.digitalartsource.com/

content/featur/feat17/

feat17pl.htm [accessed 24

August 2008].

13 Grau characterizes all

representation as ‘virtual art’ and

argues that ‘In virtual reality, a

panoramic view is joined by

sensorimotor exploraton of an

image space that gives the

impression of a “living”

environment. Interactive media

have changed our idea of the

image into one of a multi-sensory

interactive space.’ Oliver Grau,

Virtual Art: from Illusion to

Immersion, trans. Gloria

Custance (Cambridge, MA: MIT

Press, 2003), p. 7.
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presents scenarios of victimhood enforced or overcome references both

reality and the real of hope or despair.

The multiscreen documentary installation in the gallery engages the

spectator both as immersed, open to the oneiric, and as interactive – her

attention split (or distributed14) between two or more possible views and

across multiple channels of information and affect, formal and sensory.

This produces an embodied experience in space that breaks the linearity

of the single-screen film, disabling the repetitive return to fixed scenarios

and its facts, now suspended from a cause–effect ordering and made

strange. It is the viewing subject who authors the work’s time in a process

of memory and identification in her attention and encounter, with the

attendant anxieties and jubilation. The single-screen documentary essay,

too (as in the films of Chris Marker), by subjecting the spectator to its

ordering yet failing to offer a unified discourse, problematizes the very

subjectivity of spectating. Cinema and the gallery thus each represent

specific possibilities of encountering the materiality of time and image in

time-based works; and each can focus the question of the subjectivity of

our encounter as a movement of attention and distraction. For as Andrew

Benjamin emphasizes, ‘Distraction involves fragility. It is never

absolute. The subject is drawn across positions. Edges fray. Distraction is

a form of ambivalence, one that presages another possibility.’15

In his key essay ‘The work of art in the age of mechanical

reproduction’, Walter Benjamin discusses ways in which both distraction

and attention/absorption are engaged. Addressing the question of

spectatorship in relation to the new mechanical recording of film and

photography, Benjamin rejected the disparaging presumption of the

masses as distracted by the popular art they consumed or absorbed,

becoming immersed; as against the concentration, the becoming

absorbed by, the work of art marked as auratic. As an example of the

distaste for film as an immersive distraction, he cites Georges Duhamel’s

comment, ‘I can no longer think what I want to think. My thoughts have

been replaced by moving images.’16 Here concentration and absorption

are seen as equivalent to the wish to think one’s own thoughts, to be in

control of the associations brought forth by the work and by the process

of absorption. Instead, for Benjamin – as for Eisenstein – film

exemplified the possibility of the shock effect, and thus of the ‘new’ that

modern art seeks to produce, because it involved distraction in the

continuous, but also sudden, changes of image and sound which, ‘like all

shocks, should be cushioned by heightened presence of mind’.17 The

shock of the new, in this view, is an encounter that is at once visceral and

becomes thought.

Peter Osborne has recently explored Benjamin’s view of the role of

distraction in the contemplation of art: ‘Art distracts and is received in

distraction. . . . We go to the gallery, in part, to be distracted from the

cares and worries of the world. To be so distracted we must attend to the

artworks on display.’ And yet, he then asks,

14 Aylish Wood explores the

‘distributed attention’ in Mike

Figgis’s Timecode (2000) and

suggests new ways to

understand the possibilities of

agency arising through the

dispersal of attention across a

temporal and narrative interface.

See Wood, ‘Encounters at the

interface: distributed attention

and digital embodiments’,

Quarterly Review of Film and

Video, vol. 25, no. 3 (2008),

pp. 219–29.

15 Andrew Benjamin, Walter

Benjamin and History (London:

Continuum, 2005), p. 159.

16 Walter Benjamin, ‘The work of

art in the age of mechanical

reproduction’, in Illuminations,

trans. Harry Zohn (New York, NY:

Schocken Books, 1969), p. 238,

quoting Georges Duhamel,

Scènes de la vie future (Paris,

1930), p. 52.

17 Benjamin, ‘The work of art in the

age of mechanical reproduction’,

p. 238.
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How is art to be received in distraction without becoming simply

another distraction? Alternatively, how is art to distract from

distraction without losing touch with distraction, without entering

another realm altogether – contemplative immersion – with no

relation to other distractions and thereby becoming the vehicle of a

flight from actuality, from the very temporal structure of experience

which it must engage if it is to be ‘contemporary’ and effective?18

It is time which is central to understanding absorption in distraction;

but Osborne rejects what he sees as Bergson’s emphasis on the

continuity of time in his concept of duration (durée). Instead, he adopts

Bachelard’s view that ‘the dialectic of attention and distraction is a

dialectics of duration’, involving continuity and interruption.19 It is

indeed the possibility of change in the duration of our spectatorship that

is of importance to the artist as well as the theorist, but thinking such

‘change’ and its experience continues to puzzle us. The dialectic

measures time as this and now that, as given stable states transformed

by their interaction. Two different ideas might be brought into play

here: on the one hand the interpenetration of the ‘this’ and the ‘that’

as these are thought or apprehended as perhaps a ‘folding’, in Gilles

Deleuze’s sense;20 and on the other the role of an interval, a stillness,

a meanwhile.

Bergson had proposed that instead of time as something measured in

units (hours, minutes and seconds), as a progression moment by moment

in which the past falls irrevocably away from the newly-made present in

the next and the next and the next, we should understand time as

duration. This is time experienced by consciousness: duration is

continuous, like a melody in music in which the elements are blended

and experienced as a whole rather than heard as just notes. Time,

however, is the division of duration into perceptible moments, it is a

calibration of duration. Yet past, present and future are neither radically

disjunct nor are they a continuum: rather, each is made and remade

through the present experience of duration. This is undertaken through

memory or recollection, distinguished as either habitual or attentive.

Habitual recollection is associated with ‘automatic’ sensorimotor

activities: we do not ‘remember’ how to drive a car, for example – we do

it as a pragmatic series of movements. Attentive recollection, however,

takes place as ‘inner’ movement or the movements of thought in time.

Perception withdraws from the outer world. Instead of relating a

sequence of objects on the same level of experience (. . . I drive my

car . . .), a given object passes through or relates different planes or

levels of recollected experience. In the first case, a sensorimotor image

initiates and completes a chain of actions; in the second, an optical/

acoustic image initiates a process: the attempt to make a more or less

replete mental description by moving to and fro through strata of

memory.’21

18 Peter Osborne, ‘Distracted

reception: time, art and

technology’, in Morgan, Time

Zones, pp. 68–9.

19 Ibid., p. 69.

20 Gilles Deleuze, The Fold: Leibniz

and the Baroque, trans. Tom

Conley (Minneapolis, MN:

University of Minnesota Press,

1993).

21 D.N. Rodowick, Gilles Deleuze’s

Time Machine (Durham, NC:

Duke University Press, 1997),

p. 89.
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Deleuze draws on these two kinds of memory in his characterization of

cinema as divided between a movement-image of action and reaction and

a time-image of memory. Each is distinguished by the form of interval –

a term Deleuze borrows from Dziga Vertov – that is either rational or

irrational. The rational interval is one where the interval dividing two

spatial sections serves simultaneously as the end of the first and the

beginning of the second, thereby assuring continuity in space and

succession in time. It can do so because we infer and make sense of the

time or space elided by the edit in terms of rules of continuity, so that the

movement in the film and the movement forward in screen time and story

time of the film form a moving whole, a duration from which the image,

as an edit, is ‘cut’ from a mobile section of duration the rest of which is

elided. The rational interval characterizes both classical continuity

editing and Eisenstein’s montage. Deleuze opposes this to the irrational

interval that produces a dissociation rather than an association of images

and times, a dissociation that, Rodowick suggests, is ‘not a link bridging

images, but an interstice between them, an unbridgeable gap whose

recurrences give movement as displacements in space marked by false

continuity’.22

It is a juxtaposition that produces association that is not already

thought, that is not organized to prompt a certain order of connection,

however unsuccessfully. Rather, it is a becoming thought that is not

internal to the juxtaposition but a potential, a virtuality. What is

introduced by this outsideness of thinking is a series of possibilities, and

thus a series of times in which these virtual possibles might be actualized –

that is, become. The irrational interval no longer divides a before from an

after, but suspends the spectator in a state of uncertainty where it is

impossible to know or predict in advance which direction change will

take. It produces an image becoming, rather than being. It thus includes a

hesitation, an uncertainty and a suspense as to what might be possible,

one that can never be fully resolved by the actual thought we are led to.

Where Deleuze privileges a certain remembering as against the

unthought of the action-image, Nietzsche had argued for the importance

of unremembering because of its role in enabling action. ‘Forgetfulness

is a property of all action,’ he writes in The Use and Abuse of History, in

which he poses a being that this makes possible; and contrasts this to one

who cannot forget, who ‘no longer believes in himself or his own

existence: one who sees everything fly past in an eternal succession, and

loses himself in the stream of becoming’;23 one who therefore cannot

know happiness, for ‘There is a degree of insomnia, of rumination, of the

historical sense, through which living comes to harm and is finally

destroyed, whether it is a person or a people or a culture’. Such

unremembering implies both distraction and an immersion; though for

Nietzsche this is in the ongoing of everyday reality, while remembering

desubjectivizes. He argues therefore that both ‘the unhistorical and the

historical are equally essential’.24 The documentary installation, insofar

as it engages us in the unremembering ‘being’ of immersion, also opens

22 Ibid., p. 143.

23 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Use and

Abuse of History, trans. Adrian

Collins (New York, NY: Bobbs-

Merrill, 1957), p. 6.

24 Ibid., p. 8.
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us to the historical of memory. In this movement can emerge a

cognisance of an unrememberable, of a traumatic experience of being

which bears on the subject as an unknown unforgotten. It is the traces of

such an encounter that we hear in the stories – the remembering – of

Kuba’s video recordings.25

Nietzsche’s ‘now’ time of the unhistorical is also documentary film’s

recorded ‘now’ time of a present speaking and acting. For insofar as film

shows rather than tells, it does so as an ongoing present which unfolds

before our eyes but which, having been recorded, anticipates – imagines –

a future audience for whom this ‘now’ time will then be a past; and yet,

for the audience, this pastness is unmarked, its time appearing as just

contemporary, a continuing time – a duration. It is in measured time that

causality and narrative come into play, in a past which foreshadows the

present as its future, a future which we will fully know only once past, as

we determine – that is, speculatively construct – its causes and

consequences. Here is historical reality; but it is without history until

remembered, recollected in a process of reflection which nevertheless

suspends the possibility of action. Everyday reality, however, just is:

unthought, mastered in the distraction of the habitual but, as Benjamin

suggested, enabling change. This cannot be understood simply as a

dialectics; but neither does Deleuze’s ‘meanwhile’ sufficiently dispel

the dualism of his opposition of movement versus time.

Benjamin, writing of ‘the notion of a present which is not a transition,

but in which time stands still and has come to a stop’, is pointing to the

importance of stilling – an interval – in the movement of time as action.

He argues:

Materialist historiography . . . is based on a constructive principle.

Thinking involves not only the flow of thoughts, but their arrest as

well. Where thinking suddenly stops in a configuration pregnant with

tensions, it gives that configuration a shock, by which it crystallises

into a monad.26

For Benjamin this enables what he terms the blasting open of the

continuum of history – that is, of historical time as a movement of cause

and effect. The historical object appears in a new setting, described more

recently by Andrew Benjamin as ‘the explosive ‘now-time’, the

instantiation of the present by montage’.27

Film’s explosive impact on art is as a time-based medium. Whether

documentary or fiction, film interrelates times and hence places, showing

simultaneous events and actions. These, being viewed in series, must be

understood not only in terms of an already known and given causality

but, in the demand to think two referents together – both this and that –

as also bringing into play the possibility of a connection, or its palpable

absence, in an interval that is never fully rational. Arising here is a

process of becoming which cannot be represented as such but only

apprehended through the imaginative and embodied work of

spectatorship.

25 ‘What returns to haunt the

victim, these stories tell us, is not

only the reality of the violent

event but also the reality of the

way that its violence has not yet

been fully known.’ Cathy Caruth,

Unclaimed Experience

(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1996), p. 6.

26 Walter Benjamin, ‘Theses on the

philosophy of history’, in

Illuminations, pp. 262–3.

27 Andrew Benjamin, ‘Time and

task: Benjamin and Heidegger

showing the present’, in Andrew

Benjamin and Peter Osborne

(eds), Walter Benjamin’s

Philosophy: Destruction and

Experience (London: Clinamen,

2000), p. 235.
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The ‘gallery installation-specific’ engagement of the spectator’s body

can be understood in relation to Benjamin’s discussion of architecture:

Architecture has always represented the prototype of a work of art the

reception of which is consummated by a collectivity in a state of

distraction. Buildings are appropriated in a twofold manner: by use

and by perception – or rather, by touch and sight. Such appropriation

cannot be understood in terms of the attentive concentration of a

tourist before a famous building. On the tactile side there is no

counterpart to contemplation on the optical side. Tactile appropriation

is accomplished not so much by attention as by habit. As regards

architecture, habit determines to a large extent even optical reception.

The latter, too, occurs much less through rapt attention than by

noticing the object in incidental fashion. This mode of appropriation,

developed with reference to architecture, in certain circumstances

acquires canonical valued. For the tasks which face the human

apparatus of perception at the turning points of history cannot be

solved by optical means, that is, by contemplation, alone. They are

mastered gradually by habit, under the guidance of tactile

appropriation.28

To engage in the process of habit is to engage with its temporality, in its

construction and thus in its deconstruction. Habit is both the unthought of

now-time and the institution of continuity. In the gallery installation, the

time-based work engages us in a movement as a mastering ‘by habit,

under the guidance of tactile appropriation’; as a sensory familiarizing

that becomes familiarity but without which the new – the object and the

space of difference – could not be known. The spectator is involved in a

movement that is both embodied, as a state of ‘distraction’, and also

engages imaginative thought that is always in a relation to the time, space

and place of her encounter with the work. If the time-based work, like

architecture, is received in a state of distraction, such a medium

nevertheless, as Andrew Benjamin argues, ‘brings with it the capacity to

reposition the hold of distraction’. But this occurs at the level of neither

the individual nor the mass: rather it arises through an ‘evaluating

attitude’ from the work’s operation.29

The congruities and incongruities of the habitual and everyday of our

world, placed in the gallery as a time-based interaction, present a

juxtaposition of the referential with the real that is more-than-reality in

the art of documentary time-based installation. Such works constitute an

unpredictable potentiality for the viewer. The possible trajectories of

encounter by spectators with the forty screens of Ataman’s Kuba, for

example, are myriad, and in the majority of cases will be incomplete; but

the experience of incompleteness – or exhaustion, or even boredom – is

itself an achievement of the artwork. The artwork is both the displayed

television sets and the potentiality of each of the video recordings

presented by them; so that the boundary we might assume between

28 Benjamin, ‘The work of art in the

age of mechanical reproduction’,

pp. 239–40.

29 Andrew Benjamin, Walter

Benjamin and History, p. 162. He

is writing here in relation to film,

but it now seems appropriate to

understand this in relation to

other time-based works as well.
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artwork and ordinary life, and that between the artwork and the

non-artwork within the space of the gallery, is each overturned. The

digital, the interactive and the documentary in the gallery, in pulling us

between historical time and ‘now’ time, transgress the binarism of

categories of spectatorship, producing a space and temporality of the

‘meanwhile’, of the interval.

This essay arises from papers given at SCMS, London, 2005, and Visible Evidence, Bochum, 2007, and from my forthcoming

book, Recording Reality, Capturing the Real. My thanks in particular go to my Bochum copanelists Eva Hohenberger, Steve Klee

and Christa Blumlinger.
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